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For the last time, I am writing to introduce yet another edition of *Verbum*. Although my journey as REST Club President has had some rough points, I have always enjoyed having the opportunity to share a variety of great writings from the entire St. John Fisher community. This semester is no different. I feel that we have some of the best writings ever submitted. I assure you that this edition will provide a pleasurable reading to anyone who seeks intellectual stimulation.

As always, I would like to take the time to thank all of the people who have made this edition of *Verbum*, as well as many others, possible. First, recognition goes to the submission review committee and the officers of the Religious Studies Club who, along with reading the submissions, encouraged students from the community to submit their work. Secondly, I would also like to credit the people who chose to submit their writing. Regardless of whether their piece was chosen or not, it is their effort and devotion to religious topics that make a publication like *Verbum* available to the community.

I sincerely hope that you enjoy my final edition of *Verbum*. It has been a wonderful experience for me to work with such talented people. I can safely say and promise that you can look forward to a publication that will continue to improve with every new issue.

Sincerely,

Matthew Cotugno
*Religious Studies Club President*
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